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The Rotations Averaging Problem

Visualization of the ArtsQuad problem graph (6514 cameras) [1]
Notice the rich, clustered graph topology. Real problems are not
random graphs.

 A key subproblem in global Structure from Motion [2]
Compute: vertex orientations
Given: a graph
measures of relative orientation
To Minimize: squared geodesic error
(this cost is very natural, but there are other common cost functions)

 Good solvers exist [3,4], but sometimes fail. Problem is nonconvex.
 Contributions: insights into which problems are easy, bounds on local convexity

Local Convexity

Local Convexity: problem’s Hessian is positive semi-definite
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Why can some problems be reliably solved,
but others can’t? Which problems have bad
local minima?
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Sufficient, but not necessary condition.

Problem Domains
Global Minima
Extent of Local
Convexity
Difficulty Unclear

Not all nonconvex problems are equally hard.

Easy Problem

Gauge Ambiguity

Results

Application

Old result: Rotations averaging is
locally convex almost nowhere.

Hessian of one term of the cost function:

 Provides insight into good problem
instance construction: high algebraic
connectivity drives local convexity.

New result: Local convexity occurs
in many problems of interest.

1. positive semi-definite term (problem structure)
2. indefinite term (arises from curvature of the space)

Key Idea: a gauge ambiguity reveals
local convexity
Toy Example:

Fixing the gauge
makes the Hessian
positive-definite
in some parts of the
problem domain.
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Can we get insight by approximating away the
directions of residuals?

 Bounds can guide
a sequence of
easier subproblems:
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Note: locally non-convex on
Fixing the Gauge: remove ambiguity
by setting
(analagously,
).

 Bounds are useful for predicting
problem instance difficulty

And bound by the magnitude of the residuals too?
structure term

noise term
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